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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Lyman R. Caswell
History. When I was young, my interest in stamp collecting was encouraged by my parents
and by a teacher, because they considered it a good approach to learning geography (where did those
funny-looking stamps come from?) and history (what are those stamps commemorating?). I had fun
locating the sources of the interesting stamps in the atlas that lay on the table in the living room.
Finding out what the persons or the events that the stamps were about was a little harder, but I
enjoyed it; and sometimes, afterward, I had an interesting story to tell about a particular stamp in my
collection.
In regard to the philately of Hungary, I think these suggestions are especially important. I
think that one must have an understanding of the history and geography of Hungary in order to fully
understand Hungarian philately. The series of different themes of Hungarian stamps over the years
are best understood in terms of the sequence of different governments that issued the stamps. The
removal and reappearance of the abbreviation Kir. from the stamps signals the transition from
monarchy to republic (Köztársaság) and back again. The unfortunate Communist episodes of 1919
and 1948-1989 are readily recognizable from their stamps. The astronomical denominations of
stamps issued in 1920-1926 and 1945-1946 tell of a period of inflation of the currency.
Look at a map of Hungary as it was before World War I, and locate the sources of the
numerous Local Issues of 1919, which are called “occupation” issues by the Scott and Michel
catalogues. Compare the map with the map of post-1920 Hungary, and with a map of Hungary
during World War II, when some of the lost territories were recovered, as commemorated by stamps
of 1938 (Hazatérés), 1940 (Kelet Visszatér), and 1941 (Dél Visszatér). The loss of these territories at
the end of the war is recognizable through more local (“occupation”) issues.
Those of you who are Hungarian are already be fully familiar with these facts of Hungarian
history and geography. As a non-Hungarian, I have been fascinated with learning about Hungary and
its history. It is not covered in history courses taught in America.


KUDOS & WELCOME
Congratulations to our exhibitors for the awards won at the Philatelic Show 2013 in
Boxborough, MA! Robert Morgan received the reserve grand award and a gold medal with his
exhibit The Hyperinflation 1945-1946. Fumihisha Ito received a gold medal for Hungarian Inflation
1945-1946, and Lyman Caswell also received a gold medal for the exhibit Hungarian Postage Dues
of the Pengő-fillér Period 1926-1945. The Cardinal Spellman Museum showcased its collection of
Hungary in the non-competitive Court of Honor.
Congratulations to Alan Soble for being inducted into the prestigious Magyar Filatéliai
Tudományos Társaság (MAFITT) / the Hungarian Philatelic Scientific Organization.
Welcome to our newest members, Charles Nelson of Moosup, CT; and Florent Tricot of
Nieppe, France.


SHP AT THE PHILATELIC SHOW IN MASSACHUSETTS, MAY, 2013
by Alan Bauer

We had quite a successful presence at the Philatelic Show in Boxborough, MA. It is a
regional World Series of Philately stamp show, with a bourse of over 70 dealers and 220 frames of
exhibits. Hungary was well represented with exhibits from three SHP members and the Cardinal
Spellman Museum exhibiting 17 frames of beautiful and very valuable Hungarian material. The three
SHP exhibitors were Bob Morgan, Lyman Caswell and Fumihasa Ito, each of whom earned Gold
medal awards for their exhibits. The SHP had a total of 23 frames in the exhibit, so Hungarian
exhibits made up 40 of the 220 frames in the show. Bob also won the “Reserve Grand Award” in the
Open Competition. The Cardinal Spellman exhibits were in the Court of Honor.
.
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There were seven members in attendance - Kalman Illefalvi, Anna Trischan, Alan Davis,
Fumihasa Ito, myself and two other members who came to the SHP table and introduced themselves Tom McDonough and Edward Nyborg. Tom joined us for our special Hungarian dinner on Saturday
evening at the Jasmine restaurant in Brighton. We also signed up one new member, a hearty
Hungarian welcome to Charles Nelson, so the total of members became 8. There were many visitors
to the SHP table who signed our guest book. It was very nice to see the great interest in Hungarian
Philately. We sold several Hungarian catalogs and also a copy of Vic Berecz’s seminal work on
Hungarian Aerophilately.
The dinner was absolutely fantastic. It was attended by 10, including the significant others of
Alan Davis, Anna and my wife, Diane. Kalman and Tom were there along with Kalman's friend.
Also we had Alan Davis' son as a guest. The food was very traditional Hungarian fare.
A great time was had by all and we are all looking forward to the next annual event in 2014. I
hope many of you will join us next spring.

Clockwise from
the top left:
Fumihasa Ito &
Alan Bauer; Kal
Illyefalvy & Mr.
Ito; SHP display;
Bob Morgan’s
award winning
exhibit.
Two more photos
can be found on
the inside of the
back cover.

☼

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE POSITIVE COMMENTS I RECEIVED
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

I would like to use this space to thank Chris Brainard, Lyman Caswell, Al Kugel, David
Miles, Alan Soble, and Anna Trishan for their favorable comments about my ‘memoir’ published in
the April-June issue of The News. To top it off, Pál Lippai sent me a fantastic five-page email from
Hungary, having re-lived his (parallel) childhood thought my essay.
☼
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TWO TYPES OF TURULS
by Robert W. Lauer
Being an avid collector of different “types” or “dies” of stamps for all of the countries I
collect, one of the more interesting tidbits of information in the Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue
Stamps of Hungary published by Philatelia Hungarica is the note about the existence of 2 types of
Turuls starting with the 1906 issue (bottom of page 59 in the 2009 edition). Recent correspondence
with another member of SHP over my “Wants List” (which is by type and value of Turul), has
reminded me that not all of us have access to this Hungarian language catalogue. For those of you
who share my enthusiasm for collecting different stamp types, below is my own translation of this
section from the Philatelia Hungarica catalogue.
For the Turul issues between 1906 and 1915, as well as the various surcharged issues,
there are 2 basic types. These are distinguished by whether the arc on the upper left that
defines the edge of the background grid is complete (Type I) or incomplete (Type II). It is
estimated that 75-80 % of stamps are Type I and 20-25% are Type II. From a collector’s
perspective, it seems appropriate to value these 2 types differently. One can use the valuation
principle that the catalogue price of the a Type II should be 1.5-4 times that of the Type I stamp
of that denomination, with lower value stamps having a higher multiple and higher value
stamps having a lower multiple.
The basic characteristics of the 2 types of the filler values of the 1906, 1908, 1909, 1913
Turuls, as well as the Flood Relief (I) and War Charity (I) are illustrated below:

Left: Type I, closed lattice; right: Type II, open lattice

As these 2 types only appear from 1907, the multiplier to be applied to the Type II stamps of
the 1906 series should probably be higher than that indicated above.
/Ed.’s Note: The discovery of what I call the ‘open lattice’ variety was published in the May 2008 issue of the
Szabolcsi Bélyegújság (‘Turul madaras bélyegeink két tipusa,’ pp. 3-7) by Gábor Voloncs./


HUNGARIAN MINI-ALBUM PAGES PROJECT
Submitted by T.P. McDermott (email: tpwzrmcd@hotmail.com)
I want to apologize to the membership for the misdirection of my article on the Scouts on
Stamps album page project in the July-September 2012 issue. I sent it as an example to the
editor asking if and how I could place a similar thought with our members. Recently while
deleting old e-mails from my PC, I found an unopened e-mail of his on the subject. And after
reading the woes of our editor in the October-December 2012 issue, I can see why he
published it. Any way I’m hopeful that a few of our members took time to react to the true
intent of my topic --- to create mini-album pages for visitors to our philatelic web site to use,
enjoy, and get hooked on collecting Hungarian stamps.
Many philatelic societies have been discussing the problem of falling membership in their
publications. One thing that I feel would be helpful to get new people interested in becoming
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collectors is the availability of a sampler of collectable stamps, a Try-it, or a fun and game item where
visitors who land on various groups’ philatelic websites could try out and enjoy.
Our society could develop mini-album pages for visitors to our web site. To do this, we need
to identify short, limited groups of Hungarian stamps for them to collect and mount. The pages
should cover only a few representative stamps of the various postal periods of Hungary. They should
show that anyone can have fun and be able to complete a short sample of Hungarian stamps.
Introducing beginners to albums of hundreds of pages and thousands of stamps is not the way to go.
(My proposed sampler has a very different purpose than Mr. George Toussaint’s online album.)
Our Hungarian’s pages should be similar to those that are available at the American Philatelic
Society’s online web site. Check it out at www.stamps.org at the link bar, open stamp collecting and
then free album pages. The Educational Department of APS has developed many topics that
beginning collectors (either adults or youths) can pick and choose what they find interesting. The
APS focuses on stamps which average people have a reasonable chance to find, acquire, mount and
enjoy. Most of the mini-albums have a written introduction and pictures related stamps with a short
description and catalog numbers or dates of issue on the pages. They are down loadable and can be
printed on one’s own computer printer. The idea is to provide a number of stamps on a given subject
that collectors can believe they can obtain and complete. Many of these mini-albums total about six
pages. The subjects that the APS have chosen are stamps thematically tied to individual US states
(created when an APS show was to occur in that state), various thematic sets such as the fifty state
flags, the fifty birds and flowers stamp set and on various other subjects and countries.
Unfortunately, there are no Hungarian stamps pages.
We should load our developed mini-album pages on our society’s web page and possibly link
them with the APS’s. What we now need is a volunteer to develop our mini-album pages for our
webmasters to load. Can you take on this important project?


DOUBLE PRINT OF THE 20 KRAJCZÁR OF 1874 – 76, 1881
by Tom Phillips

Recently there have been several colored numeral 20 Krajczár stamps of 1874 – 76, 1881
issues that have been sold on internet auction sites and auctions in Europe that were listed as double
prints but were not. When the colored numerals of 1874 – 76 and 1881 were printed, plate repairs
and plate maintenance was not done carefully or with much accuracy. Faulty wiping of the plates
often caused shadowing of the stamp characteristics or what may look as a double print. The acid that
was used to clean the plates was not entirely removed; this would cause printing varieties on the
various plates. If a double printing of the stamp sheet occurred, all of the stamp design would be
doubled (see Figure 1). This is an example of a 1 mm double print. A collector has to look at the
numeral, flap or lines of the envelope design, the border pearls and the rest of the stamp to ensure it is
a true double print. All these points would be doubled (see Figures 2, 3). The lines of the envelope
in the middle of the stamp, is a clear indication that a double print has occurred when printed. Figure
2 shows a double print of 2 mm and Figure 3 shows a double print of 3 mm. This is a great example
of a double print of the 20 Krajczár. The pearls of the border design appear to be on top of one
another. The details of the stamp design are completely double. The lines of the envelope are clearly
double and the words Magyar Kir. Posta are double or look like they are on top on one another.

Figure 1. (left)
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Figure 2. (left)
Figure 3.
(right)
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Figure 4 (left),
Figures 5 (above),
Figure 6 (right).

If just the numeral part of the stamp looks or seems to be double, it is just a shadowy
print or faulty wiping of the plate (see Figure 4). In Figure 4, the 2 of the 20 is clear and the
0 of the 20 looks doubled but this is caused from faulty wiping of the plate. Over inking of
the plate or when the plates were cleaned, paint residue was left on the plate and caused the
second numeral to appear double. The other extreme can also happen when not enough ink
was used to print the stamp design. In Figure 5, the stamp design is clear and true. One can
even note that the middle parts of the 20 do not have enough ink and look empty or hollow.
This was caused by not enough ink used when printing the stamp sheet. In Figure 6, the top
of the 2 in the 20 and the back right portion of the 0 seems to be double. Again, this is only
caused by over inking or faulty wiping of the printing plates. There are many different
varieties that occurred when the stamps were printed. Collectors have to be careful when
purchasing stamps and look at the details.


HUNGARIAN POSTAL MONEY ORDER FORMS, 1871 - 1881
by Tom Phillips

Hungary issued money orders on February 15, 1871 with the imprint of the five Krajczár
stamp. The imprinted amount was the same design as the 1871 lithographic five Krajczár stamp
which has a portrait of the King of Hungary (and Emperor of Austria), Franz Joseph. On the top left
of the money order was the royal crest.
The money orders that were in use in the early 1870s were printed using the same plates
prepared for the printing of the 5kr stamped envelopes of 1871. Three types of imprints exists on
these early money orders. Using a rough translation from Dr. Béla Simády’s book on postal
stationeries, Type I had the digit ‘5’ and the denomination designator ‘kr’ without contour lines in
fields shaded with rounded lines. The base of the neck consisted of a single, thick line (see Figure 1).
The Type II imprint showed contour lines around the ‘5” and the ‘kr.’ The base of the neck was made
up of three lines instead of a single, thick line. The tip of the neck lines formed an angle of 70°. The
Type III had rounded fields that were bounded by contour lines. The fine details of the imprint are
clearly printed. The three lines that forms the base of the neck formed an angle of 30°. The bottom
line is broken in the middle but not in the same place above the cross of the crown as on the
lithographed stamps. On the lower right side of the stamp, there is a 4mm break. These details are
easily distinguishable using a magnifying glass.
These first money orders were in the Hungarian and German as well as Croatian and German
languages (see Figures 2 and 3) using the Type I imprint. They were re-issued in 1872 using the
Type II and Type III imprints. The money orders from 1871 with the Type I and Type II imprints
also exist in Hungarian-Croatian language versions. The first money orders measured 205 x 130 mm
and were printed on green paper, unwatermarked paper. The stamp design was printed in red. On the
left side of the money order was the word Szelvény that translates as ‘coupon’ or ‘receipt.’ Under the
word Szelvény was the space for the sender’s name and address. On the reverse side of the money
order, the post office had to fill in the address where the money order was delivered with the date
received. The recipient of the money order had to sign as proof of delivery. These money orders
were valid through December 31, 1876.
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Figure 1. Thick base line for the King’s neck found on Type I
imprints.

The money order in Figure 1 is an
1872 issue, Type III variety. It was
sent on February 13, 1873 from
Thurdossin, Hungary to Alsó Kubin,
Hungary. 100 Forints was sent and
the proper fee was paid, 15
Krajczár. The additional fee was
paid with a 10 Krajczár engraved
stamp of 1871.

Figure 2. 1871 Hungarian-German
language money order.

Figure 3. 1871 Croatian-German language
money order.

Figure 4. Front and reverse sides of a Hungarian-language only money order issued in 1873.

6
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In 1873, the size of the money was changed to 185 x 125 mm using the same green paper and
five Krajczár imprinted value. Only Type II and Type III imprints were used for printing these
money orders. This issue exists in Hungarian, Hungarian-Italian, and Hungarian-Croatian language
versions (see Figures 4, 5, and 6). Money orders printed using the Croatian or Italian languages, the
word Coupon was used instead of the Hungarian Szelvény for the receipt.

Figure 5. Hungarian-Italian language money order.

Figure 6. Hungarian-Croatian language money order.

On October 1, 1874 new money order forms were printed using the imprint of the envelope
design introduced on postage stamps in 1874. The value of the imprint was still 5 Krajcár. The size
of the forms was 188 x 122 mm. The text and the indicium were printed in black on pink paper. The
money order forms were printed in Hungarian and Hungarian-Croatian languages.

Figure 6. Front and back sides of the Hungarian-language form issued in 1874.

From 1876 through 1881, the color of
the printing was changed to blue and the forms
were issued in three versions of languages:
Hungarian,
Hungarian-Croatian,
and
Hungarian- Italian.
Again, when using
Croatian or Italian languages, the word Coupon
was used for the heading of the receipt instead
of the Hungarian Szelvény. On the reverse side,
the post office was required to fill in the address
where the money was delivered, apply a date
cancellation, and require the recipient to sign as
proof of delivery.
Figure 7. Hungarian-Croatian form from 1874.
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Money orders also existed without an
imprinted indicium of value. The money order
shown in Figure 8 was used during the early
period of the independent Hungarian Post as it
transitioned from using the provisional 1867
stamps printed in Vienna to the lithographed
stamp issue of 1871 produced in Hungary.
Lithographed stamps appeared on 1 May 1871,
and this money order was sent on May 30, 1871.
The 10 Krajcár fee was paid to send the sum of
36 Forint by affixing a 10kr stamp. This money
order form was the same design as the Austrian
forms used in the 1860s, except it was printed in
the Hungarian language.
Figure 8. Money order form without imprint.

A speedier delivery for sending money was also available (see Figures 9 and 10). Money
could be sent using a telegram form. The paper of the form shown in Figure 9 was purple while that
of the one in Figure 10 was similar to newsprint. The heading on both forms Posta- Utalvány Távirat
utján translates Postal order by way of a telegram.

Figure 9. (left) & Figure 10. (right) Telegram
money order forms.

Figure 11. Bi-lingual telegram money order form.

The money order for 500 Forints in
Figure 10 was sent from Kassa. The 50kr stamps
used were cancelled with the special CDS M. K.
Postautalványi Pénztár that translates as
H(ungarian) R(oyal) Money Order Cashier. The
Hungarian-Croatian language form show in
Figure 11 also does not have an imprinted value.
It was franked with a 10kr stamp paying the
appropriate fee for sending Gulden Zwanzig
(Gulden 20 or 20 Forints). Interestingly enough,
this form bears a selling price of ½ kr.
Unfortunately, the forms without the imprints are
not listed in the Simády catalog.

The different rates for the money orders were indicated on the reverse side of the forms: up to
10 Forints sent, 5 Krajczár fee; from 10 up to 50 Forints, 10 Krajczár fee; from 50 up to 100 Forints,
15 Krajczár fee; from 100 up to 500 Forints, 30 Krajczár fee; from 500 up to 1,000 Forints, 60
Krajczár fee; from 1,000 up to 2,000 Forints, 90 Krajczár fee; from 2,000 up to 3,000 Forints, 1
Forint 20 Krajczár fee; from 3,000 up to 4,000 Forints, 1 Forint 50 Krajczár fee; and from 4,000 up to
5,000 Forints, 1 Forint 80 Krajczár fee. These rates remained in effect with the money orders that
were issued through 1881.
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Reference:
Dr. Simády, Béla, A magyar díjjegyes postai nyomtatványok katalógusa, 1867-1982, Budapest, 1983, pp.
143-145.


STAMPS FORGED IN 1927 AND THEIR USE TO DEFRAUD THE POST OFFICE
by Gábor Voloncs

/This article originally appeared in the December 2012 issue of the Szabolcsi Bélyegújság.
Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi./
Hungary’s most prominent stamp forgery case involved the pengő-fillér stamps issued in
1926. The deed was perpetrated by a group of four people, who forged large quantities of the most
commonly used values: the 8 fillér stamp (local letter rate) and the 16 fillér stamp (domestic distance
letter rate). These stamps are illustrated below. They also planned to expand their operation to the 32
fillér stamp (treaty rate foreign letter rate) and the 40 fillér stamp (foreign letter rate).

Counterfeit 8 and 16 fillér stamps, with and without
perforations.

The operation was orchestrated by Ernő Halpert Hámos, who was described in the
contemporary news articles as an international opportunist and securities forger. The second person
was Márton Havas, who operated a trafik on Dorottya Street. /A trafik was small convenience store
that sold tobacco products, stationery items and assorted sundries. Ed./ The third person was
Szaniszló Hrabák, whose normal occupation was an office clerk. Jenő Weiner was the fourth person
who pulled the operation together by financing it. Because of his technological expertise, Hrabák
performed most of the work. In order to produce the counterfeits, he procured equipment (printing
press, perforating machine) in Budapest. Some of the paper and ink supplies were brought from
Germany, the rest was procured locally. The manufacturing of the counterfeit stamps began with trial
printings of the 16f value. As soon as the quality looked acceptable. Márton Havas started selling the
stamps from his trafik that happened to be one of the busiest for business in Budapest. The
headquarters of the Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank (Hungarian Commerce Bank of Pest) was
located nearby. (Today, its building houses the Ministry of Interior on the corner of Roosevelt Square
and Attila József Street.) The bank required large quantities of stamps for its correspondence. The
bulk of the stamps were procured from the trafik on Dorottya Street. It has been estimated that the
bank posted one million letters annually. Many of the mailings included stamped return envelopes
for its business clients. This enormous utilization of stamps provided an ample opportunity for the
counterfeiters to cash in their product. The bank’s central office also supplied its branches with
postage stamps that were perfinned with the initials P.M.K.B.
The discovery of the counterfeits
Ince Rományi is credited with the discovery of the fake stamps. Rományi was an office
worker at the bank. He asked a secretary for a stamp to mail a personal letter. The secretary provided
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a pair of 16f stamps from the stock of
unused reply mail. It was customary to
collect the unused stamps that were on
mail returned to the bank. These
stamps were then given to employees
on an as-needed basis. Rományi was a
stamp collector, and he noticed that the
stamps had line perforations instead of
comb perforations. Holding the stamps
to a light, he also noticed the absence of
a watermark. He showed them to a
colleague, Sándor Elfer, who was also a
stamp collector and judged the stamps
to be counterfeit. The bank then
reported the finding to the police, who
passed the information on to the Postal
Directorate. The source of the
counterfeits was not immediately
known. Rományi scrutinized the incoming mail for the next few days and discovered more fake
stamps. Using this information, a group of police detectives headed by Snell unraveled the entire
operation. The equipment was seized along with large quantities of finished 8, 16, and 32 fillér
stamps. The counterfeiters were already working on trial printings of the 40f stamp and had started to
dabble in the production of Romanian documentary revenue stamps. In the end, however, only the 8f
and 16f stamps saw postal use.
Examples of
counterfeit
stamps attached
to the police
report.

Physical description of the stamps counterfeited to defraud the post office




Paper: The forgeries were printed on slightly thinner paper (0.05mm) than the originals. The
most readily distinguishable feature is the lack of a watermark. When help up to the light, the
paper of the fakes appears porous.
Gum: The adhesive on the forgeries is yellowish in appearance as opposite to the white on the
genuine stamps.
Perforations: The counterfeits have line perforations. The originals are comb perforated
resulting in neatly matched outside corners. The perforation gauge is 15 ½ while on the genuine
ones its 15. (In the first quarter of 1927, the 15 perforator was out of order. Genuine stamps
were produced for a short time using the 14 perforator.) The unsold 32f stamps had 15 ½
perforations while the 40ff measured 15 ½ : 15.

Deviations from the original in the stamp design of the 8 fillér stamp
It can be confirmed that the counterfeiting of the 8f stamp turned out really well. The color
does not deviate for the original. This is attributable to the fact that the lithographic method used for
printing the fakes is similar to the typography used on the originals that results is a relatively flatlooking image. Still, there are discrepancies to be found.


The pillow supporting the Holy Crown and orb is missing the small shading lines.
Left:
Genuine.
Right:
Counterfeit.
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The appearance of the letter ‘G’ in ‘MAGYARORSZÁG’ is deformed-looking.

Left: Genuine.



Right: Counterfeit.

The spacing between the two horizontal lines in the letter ‘F’ of ‘FILLÉR’ are spaced farther
apart. The vertical line of the letter ‘R’ is shorter and occasionally shows a slight bend.
Left:
Genuine.
Right:
Counterfeit.

Deviations from the original in the stamp design of the 16 fillér stamp
The syndicate’s operation began by counterfeiting the 16f using lithography. According to the
testimony given to the police, about thirty different stones were prepared for the two stamps in order
to achieve the best results. Two different types of the 16f stamp were actually sold. These types can
be separated by using postmarks found on used copies.


Type I marketed from late
May to late July:
1. The tower of the Coronation
Church does not touch the
top frame
2. The shading lines of the
cloud to the left of the
steeple show separation
3. The circular emblem in the
upper left corner of the
frame is undersized


Type II marketed from
August through November:
1. The Coronation Church
steeple is connected to the
upper frame by a thin line
2. Two extra shading lines
appear in the cloud to the
left of the steeple
3. The circular emblem in the
upper left corner of the
frame is oversized
Philatelists do possess small quantities of these stamps in their collections in unused
condition with full gum as well as imperforate 8, 16, and 32f stamps. Trial printings of the central
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design element of the 40f in blue or black and the frame in black exist. In the case of the 16f stamps,
a trial printing in lilac is known to exist. Of course, these are very rare. The most commonly found
examples are the 16f variety.

The forged 32 fillér stamp and printing proofs of the 40 fillér stamp.

Left: Unused return envelopes such as the one shown here are the most likely source of unused counterfeit
stamps with no gum.
Right: Local registered letter franked with a fake 16f stamp plus five others, all perfinned P.M.K.B.

The utilization of the counterfeit stamps
From my experience, I can estimate that more than 90% of the used counterfeit stamps are
punched with the P.M.K.B. perfin of the Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank. I have encountered two
other commercial perfins: F&G (Felten & Guilleaume Kábel, Sodrony és Sodronkötélgyár Rt) and
G.G./1880 (Gizella Gőzmalom).
After examining approximately 150 examples, I determined that almost the entire quantity of
fake 8f stamps was used in Budapest. Since the 16f stamp paid the domestic tariff, most of these
examples originated from pre-stamped return envelopes mailed in from the provinces.
Stamps without perfin holes are nearly impossible to find; they constitute maybe 1-2% of the
examined examples. These were used at the Budapest 4 and 72 post offices to mail letter. Although
the 32f value was not marketed, a quite possible philatelicaly inspired example is known on cover as
noted in the Hungarian Monograph.
The following is a list of Budapest post offices and the control letters from the cancellations
found on the 8 and 16f stamps: 1F, 10N, 104, 4LBt, 4LFm, 4TFe, 4TTb, 4Tud, 42Al, 42 T.F.e., 508,
508A, 508B, 62Ac, 62Ak, 62AL, 62Ha, 62Ma, 68B, 72Ak, 72Ax, 72Az, 72Bl, 72C, 72E, 72k, 72L,
72P, 82E, 9N.
Cancellations from the following places in the countryside can be found on 16f stamps:
Balatonörs, Balassagyarmat, Balatonboglár, Elek-Szeged 124 TPO, Győr, Hatvan 1D, Kalocsa,
Kaposvár, Karcag, Kisbér, Kispest 1, Kőszeg, Mátészalka, Nyíregyháza, Pásztó, Putnok, Siófok,
Somoskőújfalu-Budapest TPO, Szerencs, Szigetvár, Tata, Vác, and Veszprém.
The list is by no means complete but should provide a good starting point for future research.
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PASSAGES: MRS. ISTVÁN HORTHY (1918 – 2013)
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

I learned from the website of the Magyar Nemzet Online that Mrs. István Horthy, nee
Countess Ilona Edelsheim-Gyulai, passed away on 18 April 2013 at the age of 95.
Although she was born in Budapest, she spent most of her childhood on the family estate in
what had become a part of Czechoslovakia after Trianon. In 1940, she married Regent Horthy’s older
son István, who had been elected as Vice-Regent of Hungary. In 1941, she bore him a son named
István, Jr. In the following year, her husband, a Hungarian Air Force fighter pilot, was killed in an
airplane crash on the Russian front. Ironically, this happened on his name day, August 20th.
The young widow spent the rest of the war years serving as a Red Cross nurse (see Scott no.
B148). After the war, she left Hungary with the other members of the Horthy family and lived with
them in exile in Estoril, Portugal. Later, she moved to London.
In an interview aired on Hungarian television, the strong-willed lady refused to accept that
her husband’s death was an accident. István was known for his anti-German sentiments contrary to
the fact that Hungary was allied with Germany at the time. She presented evidence that because of
this, the Germans intentionally sabotaged his aircraft.
Her son, István, Jr. converted to Islam while living in Indonesia in the 1970s, and changed his
name to Sharif Horthy. He now resides in London.

The Widow Horthy
(Scott no. B148)

István Horthy memorial stamp
(Scott no. 600)
Portrait of Mrs. Horthy

The Horthy male lineage: Regent Miklós (center)
Vice-Regent István (left); István, Jr. (right)

Sharif Horthy in Budapest attending a
ceremony on the 70th anniversary of his
father’s death in 2011.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Hi Csaba,
I have just read the Jan-March edition of The News of Hungarian Philately and was thrilled
by the story of your father's adventures during the Liberation period. This is a time that is of much
interest to me, so I was appreciative of the chance to read the story and see some of the family
memorabilia. In addition, I invited Lyman to consider having the SHP annual convention for 2015 at
CHICAGOPEX, which would be very convenient for you.
Best regards,
Al Kugel
Dear Csaba,
I really enjoyed your article about János Dán's WWII Hungarian Armed Forces book and the
connections to your family. When this book was first noted in the SHP journal, I tried to contact the
author to inquire about obtaining the book but my e-mail was returned. Can you give me any info as
to how to obtain the book? Also, are there any tables or listings of fieldpost numbers and their
locations in the book? Any information that you can provide will be much appreciated.
I really enjoy your ongoing expose of the Zombie stamps. I was half thinking of contacting the
seller in Germany and posing as an innocent collector/author and asking him for details on the
production and usage of these items as I would be compiling a catalog of these heretofore unknown
issues. Probably a waste of time and effort but it would be amusing to have his explanations. By the
way, Czechoslovakian stamps seem to be another fertile field for the ‘Zombie creators.’ There were
many provisional overprints created in 1945 when the restored Czech government began to function
but almost everything from Czecho, Bohemia and Moravia and Slovakia seems to be fair game for the
heirs of the Sekulas and other counterfeiters.
Regards,
Tim Ryan, SHP Life Member 195


MORE DISCUSSION OF THE 1918 HUNGARIAN AIRMAIL SERVICE
contributed by (in alphabetical order): Vic Berecz, Csaba L. Kohalmi, Endre Krajcsovics,

and Dr. Jerzy Kupiec-Weghinski
The scans of the cover illustrated below were sent by Dr. Kupiec-Weghinski with the request
to validate its authenticity. Our members unanimously agreed that the cancellations on the cover
were genuine and that it was a bona fide example of a registered letter sent on the ill-fated 13 July
1918 flight from Budapest to Vienna. That particular flight crashed near Győr. The recovered mail
was forwarded to Vienna by rail and then on to Krakow on the next day.
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The data provided in philatelic literature (including Vic Berecz’s book, The Pioneer Period
of Hungarian Airmail), does not list any registered mail being sent to Krakow on that particular
flight. The ensuing email traffic revealed several interesting aspects of the murky data regarding the
1918 airmail service.
Endre Krajcsovics analyzed the cover as follows:
Thank you for the attachment regarding the 1918 airmail. Affirming the proper rate to
Krakow for the appropriate weight, the dates of cancellation for Vienna and Krakow seem
appropriate. I have never seen a cover addressed let alone delivered to Krakow from the July 13
shipment. The short J on the LLZ canceller is one of the most important indication of a genuine
letter along with a registration number that was used on this day. Other than the 4900 series
numbers are 4800 series numbers. I am aware of a letter with a 4494 number. The manuscript
number likely included the telegrams sent on that day. According to the Magyar bélyegek
monográfiája, there were 500 telegrams sent on July 13th most likely with military content. I
have a July 13th letter with a manuscript number of 590 so all of this fits well. The cover has an
appropriate July 14 XI-15 (morning) receiving cancellation at Aspern airport in Vienna. Most of
the mail flown to Krakow was sent in the morning hours (Roman numerals) taking off as early as
4 AM. The distance between Vienna and Krakow is a little more than 200 miles and flying time in
the best circumstances would be 2:30 hrs to 3:00 hours and that is why an overwhelming number
of Krakow receiving cancellations are 9:30 or 10:30 in the morning. All of the Stiasny
correspondence whether on July 10 or July 11 have a receiving cancellation at 10:30 AM. I
believe the July 13 crash covers to Krakow were forwarded on July 16th and of the 5 covers
received one was a registered cover. This 4906/r cover may be that only one. There were no
airmail covers recorded on the 13th of 14th to Krakow for obvious reasons and on July 15 there is
a record of one regular cover mailed from Budapest. It seems that that the crash covers from July
13 were delivered in the morning of July 16th. Also, notice that this cover was not exactly
addressed to Dr. Stern's girlfriend in Krakow. It was an urgent telegraph to the military
authorities.
Vic Berecz contributed the following comments:
Yes, I'd tend to agree (that it is genuine) based on the backstamps. Regarding the
“counting” of registered mail, remember Austrian rules didn't permit registered mail on the
flights to Cracow or Lemberg. So, all such mail was treated (from Vienna onward) as
unregistered and if the counting was done in Vienna, it wouldn't be counted no matter what the
contents.
Csaba Kohalmi asked:
I always assumed that the outgoing covers were recorded in Budapest.
Vic responded:
I'm not sure where the count was made. It could have been at each of the four origins or it
could have been the one central point through which all the airmail passed ... Vienna. We do
know the count says that there was no registered mail on July 4 Bp-Wien ... and we know there
was. That may be the indicator that the count was made in Vienna??
Dr. Kupiec-Weghinski provided contact information for a specialist collector in Austria, Mr.
Kustan, who kept a tally of the registry etiquette numbers used for flight covers from Budapest.
Endre Krajcsovics had the following correspondence with him:
I have received all of your e-mails and I thank you for the most valuable information you
have sent me about the 1918 Hungarian airmails. It was a delight to see Queen Zita greet the
flyers and I am sure that one of the youngsters standing next to her is Prince Otto. I also believe
that the taller flyer is Raft-Marwil and the other is Emil Vargha (as he spelled his name). I am
enclosing a picture of the first flight cover Emil Vargha addressed to Raft-Marwil's Vienna
address with a personal note to his young niece. Sadly, he died in the first crash on July 13th.
I am grateful for the complete list of the pilots, their plane, the weight of the mailbag on
each and every flight from Vienna to Budapest and Budapest to Vienna. This is the first time that I
have seen a complete list. I am thrilled. And I thank you for the pictures of the registered mails
from your collection, I was able to add three new numbers to my list, as well as the photos from
auction catalogues. One of them is a forgery with the registration number of 9976.
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Your photo of the receipt of the registered mail from the first day of flight shows the
registration number 4007/r. I have a letter with a receipt of 4019/r. In my estimation there were
over 60 registered covers mailed on the first flight on July 4th. Every one of your covers are
clearly genuine. The most certain indication of a genuine cover is the short “J” with the L.L.z.
canceller of the Budapest 4 post office. This peculiarity exists from the first time the L.L.z. was
used on July 5th to July 23rd. The L.F.e. and the L.T.l. used on the first and second day have the
“J” with the normal length. Your covers also have some of rarer dates. July 7th, a Sunday has
much fewer letters especially registered and the July 11th and the July 12th are very hard to find.
But you also have a registered mail to Lemberg. As you know there were only 5 sent from
Budapest to the Postmaster, Kaiser Vilmos. I hope that the sender, Dirner Ede was not pulling
our leg with that name. You have a registration number 4452/r and I own one with the number
4455/r along with the pencil marking of 409 on yours and 412 on mine fitting perfectly. The same
gentleman sent 4 registered covers to Krakau.
A very interesting part of the 1918 registered mail is the duplication of registration
numbers on genuine letters. As a matter of fact it more than likely that triplicate numbers are will
be found one of these days. I am enclosing photographs of two such duplicate numbers in my email. They are 4535/r one mailed on July 5th and the other mailed on July 10th, I am also
enclosing a picture of a cover mailed on July 20th with the number of 4536/r. This indicates that a
4535/r mailed on July 20th may still exists. However, the number 4508/r exists three times in my
list. One on July 5th, another on July 10th (which I own) and one on July 18. The reason for the
duplication and even the triplication of registration numbers is the three shipment of registration
labels to the Hungarian Post Office. After the initial shipment was running low by July 7th the
clerks returned to the 4000 and 4100 series numbers on July 8th. The next time they ran low
again was on July 15th. I do not know why they did not use the 4600 and higher serial numbers
after July 15th. They finally used the higher 4600 and 4700 numbers on the last two days. The
4800 and 4900 numbers were not use after July 14th yet they must have had a good number of
them from the three shipment.
I have made and enclose a full listing of the registration numbers that I was able to copy
and collect from past years. I did not want to make a copy of my chart because I have many
additions and may look confusing so I made a hand list of all the registration numbers of the 1918
airmail from Budapest and will eventually create a new chart. So please forgive me for the
handwritten numbers. I have found a total of 221 which is only 10% of the possible complete used
numbers of all the flights. All of them will never be found for obvious reasons but I am certain
that many more will be added in the future and I thank you for your kind input toward this. I am
looking forward to corresponding with you and I wish my German was as good as your English.
By the way I was born in Hungary and escaped after the revolution as 16 years old and I
remain eternally grateful to all of the kind Austrians who fed me and allowed me to stay for two
months in that beautiful country, I was in camps in Pinkafeld and Klagenfurt and finally at a
former US base in Salzburg. It was a wondrous experience for this kid.

Left: July 5th cover autographed by co-pilot Emil Vargha: ‘Az első magyar legiposta utján kis unokahugomnak
Alicenak emlékül, szeretettel Vargha Emil főhgy. / A memento to my little cousin Alice by way of the first
Hungarian airmail with love, Lt. Emil Vargha.’ Right: July 10th cover with registry etiquette no. R 4535/r.
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Sample page from Endre Krajcsovics’s tally of registry #s.

Dr. Kupiec-Weghinski’s envelope
contained this telegram.
Endre Krajcsovics provided interesting
examples of the use of registry
etiquettes: top cover was mailed on July
5th with label no. R4535/r; bottom
cover was mailed on July 20th with
label no. R4536/r.
☼

HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2013
The rate increases for the year 2013 represent small increases (HUF 5 to 10) for domestic
rates at lower weight increments. Heavier increments saw somewhat larger increases. The rates to
Europe and other destinations remained mostly stable.
(US $1 = ~ HUF 225.-)
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)

Domestic
Priority
8.110.140.12.2.-145.195.195.250.235.315.425.525.705.875.880.1110.-

Non-priority

Standard letter1 to 30gm
Standard letter1 to 20gm
Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
Letter up to 50gm
Letter up to 100gm
Letter up to 250gm
Letter up to 500gm
Letter up to 750gm
Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm

July - September 2013

1 May 2013
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.235.260.2.270.300.360.400.585.650.990.1.100.1.665.1,850.2.880.3.200.4.050.4.500.5.040.5.600.-

Other Destinations
Priority
8.12.270.300.2.310.340.2.370.415.460.3.780.675.745.110.1.140.1.255.1.915.2,105.3.310.3.640.4.660.5,125.5.800.6.380.-

Non-priority
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Post Card

85.-

M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg

E-mail notification
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Collect on Delivery
Registration
Certified/Tértivevény
Official Correspondence
“ delivered to addressee only
Deliver to addressee only
Declared value

110.-

30.1.770.- (non-standard)
1,190 (standard)
305.250.165.325.410.230.380.- (up to 10.000Ft)

235.6.000.800.-

260.6.000.800.-

335.700.350.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

270.6.830.910.-

300.6.830.910.-

55.335.700.350.350.350.- for each 5.000Ft

Footnote:
1
The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum).


ON THE AESTHETICS OF HUNGARIAN POSTAGE STAMPS
by Alan Soble

I. AESTHETIC JUDGMENTS
We have all heard, from someone at some time or another, the assertion that judgments about
the quality of art objects are subjective. These judgments about art (such as “profound,” “beautiful,”
“poignant,” “innovative,” “paltry,” “vulgar,” “gaudy,” “barren,” and other evaluative expressions
from the lexicon of the professional critic) are thoroughly infected, or intrinsically constituted, by
personal tastes and prejudices that are themselves shaped and twisted by social pressures and,
sometimes, acculturation. As a result, assessments of works of art are vaporous and hence
frustratingly, unendingly contentious.1 The subjectivity of artistic judgments makes them pathetically
and laughably pretentious, if not absolutely worthless, so that debating the quality of a work of art is
exactly the same exercise in futility as arguing over the most delicious flavor of ice cream. The staid
Butter Pecan has its fans, as does the exotic Swiss Chocolate Fudge Almond Swirl. These fans,
unlike supporters of soccer teams, are not about to pick up muskets and swords to defend their
preferences to the death.
I include among “art objects” paintings, sculpture, drawings, calligraphy, photographs, film,
music, dance, athletics, literature of all types – poetry, novels, drama, history, biography,
autobiography, philatelic articles – things (jewelry, carvings, boxes, utensils, ornaments, idols,
menorah) fashioned from glass, porcelain, leather, stone, and/or metal (which objets d’art are the
emissions, along with occasional kitsch, of the “plastic arts”), handicrafts, comforters, tapestry,
clothing, embroidery, furniture, automobiles, trains, buildings, bridges, Easter eggs, palacsinta,
lángos, gulyás, fireworks, flags, flowers, paper money, coins, postage stamps, blocks of four,
cancellations – to name only a few. If you now have the impression that almost nothing is not art,
you get the point. Given that so much of our lives is infiltrated with and surrounded by art, it must
strike an alert observer how weird it is that anyone would insist on the subjectivity of judgments
about art. Yet, during a career of teaching college-level philosophy that has now lasted forty-two
years, almost all the students who entered my classroom were dogmatically confirmed adherents of
the view that not only in aesthetics, but also in ethics or morality, evaluative judgments are lumps of
pompous, self-righteous bullweed (even their own judgments). They left my classroom unchanged,
despite (or perversely due to) my pleas and wails, congratulating themselves for maintaining and
sustaining, in the face of reason, their fetishistic and undereducated allegiance to a fraudulent
democracy of art and morality. Maybe the idea comes only with age, and then appears truthful, that
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we can make judgments about works of art (and morality) that are more substantial than judgments
about meretricious ice cream flavors.
At least sometimes, we can make credible judgments about works of art and support them
with coherent and cogent reasons, just as the Supreme Court of the United States can at least
sometimes reach reasoned and reasonable decisions about the meaning and implications of the
Constitution, attaining truths that are plausibly impersonal and nonpartisan. Here’s an aesthetic
example: I do not find it very challenging to propose and energetically defend the comparative
judgment that the late novels of Philip Roth (Sabbath’s Theater, American Pastoral, The Human
Stain) are vastly superior, as literature, to the seven Harry Potter books written by Joanne [J. K.]
Rowling, even if she is more famous than Roth and her publisher has sold more books. Let me boldly
declare that anyone of moderate intelligence who has learned something about literature and who has
read both Roth and Rowling will grant that the novels of Roth are more likely and more rightly to
earn him a Nobel prize. 2 The follower of the Pied Piper protests, “Pooh-pooh to old, stuffy, Nobel
laureates. I really like the Harry Potter books.” I reply: My child, it is not a matter of what you like.
It is a matter of what is good, even if you don’t happen to like it, and even if you do happen to like it.
Your parochial and trivial likes and dislikes are not the measure of goodness in a universe that exists
well beyond and independently of your private tastes. The detailed illumination of human nature, the
authenticity of the sound of human conversation and unspoken but conscious thoughts, and the
gracefulness of the smoothly flowing prose, all these features make Roth’s books evocative and
provocative, while Harry Potter is mere entertainment. I do not mean that being entertained, i.e.,
being distracted from harsh reality and temporarily amused, is otiose. Quite the contrary. Philately
and postal history, for example, are largely entertainments that yield higher pleasures, and having the
ability to amuse and put us in good cheer is commendable. But entertainment value should not be
confused with aesthetic merit.
Not all aesthetic judgments are as
obviously true as the comparative
evaluation of Roth and Rowling. Were
we comparing Roth’s oeuvre with the
writings of Iris Murdoch (The Black
Prince, A Severed Head, The Sovereignty
of Good), I would come down on the side
of Roth, although I would happily admit
that those coming down on the side of
Murdoch could support their claims of
her superiority with powerful reasons.
The choice between Roth and Murdoch
is what is sometimes called a “hard
case.” Because it is not clear exactly
what the Constitution means by “cruel
and unusual punishment,” the Supreme
Court faces a hard case trying to decide
whether ending a convicted person’s life
is cruel. Not every aesthetic or ethical
question is solved with an obvious
answer; some questions are demanding in
their complexity and their answers are
often controversial. But the mere fact of
Figure 1. One wall in my ex-home holding two stamp
reproductions surrounded by assorted stamps, covers, and
controversy, even controversy that
photos. Behind the lamp is a cover, cancelled “B. Free
continues, does not mean that hard cases
Franklin,” from Philadelphia's Franklin Post Office.
have no right answer.
It might mean
only that the truth to be attained is not one that is easily, quickly, or thoughtlessly attained. Truth is
not to be blown-off or disregarded by lazy impatience. I certainly realize that the saying “beauty is in
the eyes of the beholder” has promiscuous currency in our culture. Don’t take it seriously; the
platitude is the last refuge of the aesthetic coward and the aesthetically challenged.
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Among the many attractions of stamp collecting is the opportunity to be immersed in a worldclass museum of tiny pieces of art. I think I discovered that cliché in Linn’s many years ago, but at
the time I was not impressed. I'm still not very impressed, because only 1% at most of all postage
stamps deserve to be judged high quality items of art, and because what Linn’s writes is calculated
first and foremost to benefit Linn’s. I agree, however, with the fundamental idea. In the period
between fifteen and twenty years ago, I was not fully content to immerse myself in albums and stock
books filled with tiny postal masterpieces that were best visible and hence enjoyable only with the
assistance of magnification and strong light. So, in one coordinated but complex maneuver at
Kinko’s I color photocopied and blew up in faithful high resolution a few of my favorite beauties,
then matted and framed them and, lastly, not yet appreciating the principles of interior decorating, I
arranged them indiscriminately on three white, otherwise bare and blank walls of my home (Figure
1). These classy reproductions were destroyed by Hurricane Katrina in late August 2005.
II. EXEMPLARS OF BEAUTY
I wrote above that I agree with the fundamental idea, that postage stamps are often (but not
always) miniature works of art. It is, therefore, not conceptually confused to describe postage stamps
as beautiful and to be objectively right in that judgment. Not long ago, in the pages of this journal,
the term was used objectively about (what else?) Hungarian stamps:
Study the stamps of Hungary. During the early Communist period, most of the stamps were
drab productions resembling Soviet Union stamps of the same period. After the 1956
Revolution, western-like themes and designs appeared more and more frequently as time
went on. Drabness disappeared with Communism after 1989. Hungarian stamps issued
since then are beautiful! 3
Four expressions of aesthetic evaluation or connotation are employed in this passage: “drab”
(and “drabness”); “beautiful,” which is opposed to “drab”; “western-like,” which is not a typical term
of aesthetic approval yet functions here as a positive characteristic that teams up with “beautiful”
against “drab”; and “after the 1956 Revolution,” which is also meant to express positive appraisal by
indicating a watershed year that inaugurated a new period of non-drab Hungarian stamps. The
appellation “beautiful” is not defined in the passage but is proffered as a member of our primitive
vocabulary, a word whose meaning we are expected to know, already, and which we are able to apply
to objects without having to consult a dictionary (which would, anyway, be fruitless) or putting our
brains on the rack. I will not try to define “beautiful.” Nevertheless, we might want to investigate
what the evaluation “beautiful” might denote (or refer to), both in the SHP passage we are discussing
and more widely than that.

Figure 2. A 2002 Grenada emission
that advertises the American
Philatelic Society's 2002 Stampshow
held in Atlantic City, N.J. It is
inscribed, “Discover the Beauty of
Stamps,” and depicts supermodel
Heidi Klum. The sum face value of
her six face stamps, in 2013, is about
3.30 USD.
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One candidate for an exemplary set of beautiful stamps is the Heidi Klum minisheet in Figure
2, which across the bottom slyly proclaims its own beauty. Here, the beauty of stamps is exhibited in
order to promote attendance at a stamp show and to enlist older men (I presume) into the ranks of
philatelists; young children might be more drawn to stamps through the United Kingdom’s Harry
Potter Presentation Pack (2007). We should without reluctance grant that the beauty of a stamp in
some cases might depend altogether on the beauty of the subject matter of the stamp or what the
stamp depicts (e.g., Heidi Klum). I have not carried out an empirical study of this relationship, which
would require an operational definition of “beauty.” Still, in this sense the Grenada stamps are
beautiful, even “hot,” because Heidi Klum is hot.4 It was not, however, the purported beauty of the
stamps per se that the Granada Post anticipated would seduce men into philately. What was intended
to accomplish the trick was Heidi’s beauty, whose smiling-face and squatting photographs were
slapped onto gummed paper to produce soft-core pornography.
Consider, instead, as an exemplar of beauty the 32nd Stamp Day emission, a 2Ft postage
stamp with an attached exhibition fee receipt (Figure 3, top). This magnificent combination was one
of the items I reproduced, matted and framed, and fastened to the wall above my computer table. The
engraving is skilful and exquisite; the color is rich, warm, soothing, and inviting; the stamp’s simple
theme of an elderly rural man, the visage of a grandfather, delighted by receiving a letter, is conveyed
splendidly. The old fellow (unless he is a deliberate and devious caricature of K.u.K. Franz Josef)
sports a moustache of which J. V. Sztálin would have doubtlessly been proud. Further, the 4Ft
exhibition fee receipt displays a clever stamp-on-stamp design, in which the stamp-in-the-stamp is the
postage stamp attached to the left side of the receipt. I do not mean to be picky, but this selfreferential theme had already been elaborated to its logical end, thereby enhancing its aesthetic
appeal. Imagine, in the postage stamp on the top left of Figure 3, that the stamp franking the arriving
envelope is precisely the postage stamp on the top left itself.5

Figure 3. [Top] The deep red-purple 32nd Stamp Day issue
(1959; MB 1689) with attached exhibition admission fee
receipt. [Middle] The word “Bélyegnap” on the postage
stamp includes an accent on the first “e.” [Bottom] The
string “Belyegnap” on the exhibition receipt lacks the accent.
This design or engraving flaw reduces (for a purist) the
aesthetic quality of this pair.
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One more feature of the stamp-ticket combination deserves mention: it has been dipped, like
a donut, in the coffee of Communism. Don't misunderstand. I'm being fatuous; my language should
not be construed as implying a bias against, or in favor of, Hungarian Communism. I mean only that
Communist symbolism emanates from the receipt-stamp, even if the presence of the Party is partially
hidden and muted. There’s a delicate, fancy, and (hence, we are tempted to infer) innocuous
rendition of the acronym of ‘Magyar Bélyeggyűjtők Országos Szövetsége,” i.e., MaBéOSz
(“MABÉOSZ,” sometimes spelled as “MABÉOSz”), which was the philatelic enterprise associated
with and supported by the Hungarian Communist Party. (The Heidi Klum souvenir sheet exudes,
instead, the glitzy superficiality of Advanced Western Culture, which notorious feature is fiercely
condemned by both Fundamentalist Islam and Fundamentalist Protestantism.) Further, this piece of
propaganda memorializes the short-lived and long-gone Hungarian Soviet Republic of Kun Béla, the
Magyar Tanácsköztársaság that brought forth, in June 1919, the world-famous, dazzling set of stamps
portraying Marx, Petőfi, Martinovics, Dózsa, and Engels (MB 296-300).6 On the receipt-stamp,
under the stamp-on-stamp, the tongs are holding (from top to bottom) the 20 fillér Marx stamp, the
80f Engels (with a modified frame: the star in the upper left corner has been replaced, inexplicably
[?], with the value “80”), and the 45f Petőfi. The point is that, as far as MB 1689 is concerned, any
influence on Hungarian philately by its surrounding environmental Communism did not undermine
the aesthetics of adhesives. The ultimate control of the Communist Party over postal emissions did
not necessarily result in “drab” stamps. Quite the contrary. The 1959 Stamp Day issue is one of
many examples of the flourishing of expertise, innovation, and (yes) beauty in the design and
production of stamps under Communism.
III. RECENT HUNGARIAN PHILATELIC AESTHETICS
Having scrutinized Grenada's philatelic aesthetic sensibility, we might now propose that
Hungary's emissions could hardly be put into the same class. But of course they can. Hungary has
been quite capable of issuing postage stamps as ridiculous as those of Grenada. The passage under
discussion jubilantly asserts that “Drabness disappeared with Communism after 1989. Hungarian
stamps issued since then [1989] are beautiful!” – which is as flamboyantly general and unlimited in
scope as any undiscriminating, universal judgment could be. Maybe the drabness in particular of
Hungarian stamps disappeared (I demur),7 but the stamps weren't always (even often?) replaced by
aesthetically superior stamps. “Beautiful!” is an exaggeration. We can charitably interpret the
exclamatory hyperbolic praise as a gratuitous pep talk contrived for Hungarian stamp collectors who
have become suspicious of post-Communist emissions, slowly realizing the bad news. Let us not,
however, succumb to this chauvinism in our treatment of late 20th-century Hungarian adhesives. We
should not be afraid of thinking and saying, even in the pages of this journal, that hundreds of
Hungarian postage stamps are aesthetically inferior. I am not afraid to proclaim that I detect more
beauty, more skill, more ingenuity, more intellect, more bravado, more nobility, more character, more
honesty, more humility, more energy, more intensity, and (which might be most important) more
respect for philately and philatelists in the Communist era emissions of 1947 (MB 1042-44) through
1959 (a dozen years) than there is in all the pedestrian, faddish Hungarian stamps issued from 1960
through 2013 (a half century).
The Grenada Post has excellent reason to envy the success of the reborn Hungarian Post.
Look at three Hungarian stamps issued in 1994 (Figure 4). This post-Communist design honored the
World Cup soccer championship games held in the United States and, in case foreign stamp collectors
(Hungary did not play in the 1994 World Cup final round) weren’t enticed by the football theme, they
were given the countenances of the ghosts of American celebrities (we can see the buildings in the
background through the transparent hair, clothing, and bodies of these dead hősök). These glorious
post-népköztársasági emissions are opportunistically tetratopical or quadrithematic, a set of stamps
that outdoes Grenada, Dominica, Congo, Guinee, Malawi, et al., at their own wretched game. The
analogue of the fan of J. K. Rowling howls, “I really like these stamps!” I reply: Go right ahead, my
child, enjoy this schlock all you want. I'm pleased that you are pleased. Just don't call them
“beautiful!” or use any other term indicating aesthetic merit.
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Figure 4. A 1994 Hungarian set of three stamps (Sc07 3447-3449; MB 4251-4253). Left to right, larger than
life portraits of Elvis Presley (1937-77), Marilyn Monroe (1926-62), and John Wayne (1907-79).

Which topics are nourished by this Hungarian set? (1a) Soccer [football]. (1b) Athletics.
(1c) Big balls. (1d) Games played with legs instead of sticks. (2a) American celebrities. (2b)
Specific celebrities: American or otherwise, dead or otherwise (Elvis, for example). (3a) Flags. (3b)
Big fat flags, an ostentatious Stars 'n' Stripes on foreign stamps, especially on the stamps of nations
that are now, but not five years earlier, able, publicly and fearlessly, to emulate the U.S. of A. (4a)
Buildings, architecture, skylines, shadows. (4b) The designers exhibited extraordinary prescience: on
two stamps (Elvis and Wayne) different views of the skyline of Manhattan are in the background and
include the still-standing Twin Towers of the World Trade Center. The Elvis stamp may also show a
Trump building. It is my supposition that the skylines were meant to be partially realistic and not
entirely generic, so the skyline in the background of the Marilyn stamp is Chicago; the diagonal
façade belongs to the Smurfit-Stone, a.k.a. the Crain Communications, Building.8 Hence the irony of
progressing from drab to glitz: Instead of honoring Marx, Petőfi, and Engels, we honor Elvis,
Marilyn, and the Duke. Will the real three stooges please stand up?
The points I have made, in confounding the passage, are obvious: there are aesthetically
superior Hungarian Communist postage stamps, and plenty of embarrassing stamps issued by a free
Hungarian Post. After the collapse of Communism, circa 1990, a politically and culturally insurgent
Budapest was inundated by both exogenous and its own (endogenous) glitzy “Western-style”
entertainments: massage parlors, g-string bars, topless hair salons, pornographic video theaters, live
sex shows, and (for a different kind of nerd) shiny, wildly colored, dashingly exotic, and equally
rebellious multithematic or multitopical sets of stamps. Yet (more irony) it is precisely in the themes
of recent Hungarian stamps that we are invited, in a passage presented by the Hungarian Philatelic
Society of Great Britain, to locate the beauty of Hungarian stamps:
Stamps issued between 1946 and 1980 are not only interesting because they reflect
Hungary's post war history, but also because they are beautiful for their choice of themes.
Since 1980 the Hungarian Postal Authorities have curtailed their annual output and now
produce some of the best designed and printed stamps in the world.9
According to the HPSGB, the watershed or demarcation year is 1980 (on my view, some of
the worst, shabby, Hungarian stamps emerged in the 1960s and '70s), whereas for the American/SHP
version of this passage, way above, there were two watershed years: 1956 and 1990. But the passages
agree on a different matter – both praise the themes of recent Hungarian stamps. Our earlier SHP
passage goes further. It is not simply that “themes” have made an appearance on Hungarian stamps,
but “western-like” themes in particular have appeared, and this feature marks the definite
improvement in the quality of Hungarian stamps. (As suggested by Professor Nagy [see note 3], give
the SHP passage a “close reading.”) Of course, the quintessentially “western” Elvis-Marilyn-Duke
set (and others) demonstrates the absurdity of this aesthetic judgment.10
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What is even more bizarre is the implication of the clause “after the 1956 Revolution,
western-like themes . . . appeared.” The implication is that before the 1956 Revolution it would not
have been quite accurate to speak of Hungarian stamps as “western-like” in a robust sense. Is it true
that Hungarian postage stamps (and hence part of Hungarian culture, and Hungarian culture itself)
had little in common with Western culture before 1947, 1956, 1960, 1980, or 1990 – the year of
demarcation does not matter much – and that it took some spark in the 20th Century to turn Hungary
into a Western nation? If so, what had it been? Or, more precisely, what had its postage stamps been,
if not “Western”11 and hence not yet “beautiful” in themes and designs? What kind of history of
Hungary (or of the Hungarian Post) permits Hungarian postage stamps to rise generally to the level of
the “West” only after the period of Stalinist trials and tribulations? Hungary had already been, and
remained during the Communist era, Western in two central senses: (1) a country in all of Europe, the
Occident; and (2) a Western European country, whose capital, Budapest, was more like the great
Western cities London, Paris, Copenhagen, and Prague than it was like Istanbul, Baghdad, and
Beijing. “The Budapest Metro . . . is the second oldest electrified underground railway system in the
world” and “the first on the European mainland.” . . . “[O]nly the City & South London Railway
(now part of the London Underground) of 1890 pre-dates it. Its iconic Line 1” [which, for example,
will take you from the pastries and coffee of the Gerbeaud to the books and ice cream around
Oktogon], “dating from 1896, was declared a World Heritage Site in 2002” (Wikipedia).
The first passage requests that we “study the stamps of Hungary” so that we can see how
beautiful they are after 1989. I suggest that we take a glance through our albums and catalogues (it
will not be a long and arduous exercise) to pick out any Hungarian postage stamp before 1989 that is
not “western-style.” The idea that there ever was a postage stamp issued by Hungary that is not
“western-style” is ludicrous. I will grant that the Harvesters are not the most fascinating or loveliest
Hungarian stamps. Only a fervently patriotic and nostalgic Hungarian philatelist could love the
Harvesters, in the way that only a genuine mother could love a Quasimodo. But I detect nothing nonWestern in the theme, design, or decoration of the Harvesters; nor in the portraits of Hapsburgian
royalty; nor in the Envelope issues in all their magnificent variety; nor in any other Hungarian
emission. What does it even mean that a Hungarian postage stamp is not “western-style”? Id like to
see an example and an explanation why it is not “western.”

Figure 5. First-day cover for the 26th Stamp Day issues,
November 1, 1953. The 1Ft+1 charity stamp on the left is
blue-green; the 2Ft+2 charity stamp is purple (Sc07
B209-210; MB 1398-1399).
Note the “Magyar
Bélyeggyűjtők Országos Szövetsége” (MABÉOSZ) cancel.
I do not remember how and when I got this cover from
Paul Szilagyi (if I did get it from him).

If the reader believes that the aesthetic quality of the 35th Stamp Day emission in 1959 was
due, at least in part, to the 1956 Revolution (as the SHP passage implies), then let's go back, earlier, to
the 26th Stamp Day issue of 1953 (see Figure 5). This set is marvelous, in its colors, theme, and
production, and it is due entirely to the Communist Hungarian Post. Don't feel an urge here to retort:
“sure, if we limit ourselves to examining Stamp Day emissions, which are bound to be special, we'll
find aesthetic quality galore.” Do not dare to say that, unless you are willing to acknowledge that
there were no splendid Stamp Day emissions until the Hungarian Post became Communist in 1947.
So much for the idea that the quality of Hungarian postage stamps owes everything to freedom and
nothing to economic and political tyranny. Indeed, taking into account all the postage stamps created
and printed in Hungary by Hungarians between 1871 and 1947, the conclusion must be that there are
a dozen or so emissions that rival in aesthetic quality the Communist Stamp Day issues. Yes, the
engraved 1871 issue is a beauty, and there are other stamps and souvenir sheets during that 75-year
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period that deserve aesthetic praise; but it cannot be claimed with authority that any of these beauties
is in an aesthetic class higher than the Communist Stamp Day issues. (They are not higher, but also
not lower.)12

Figure 6. The 2004 Chess pane: Sc07 3908 for the
pane, 3908a–3908bl for the individual stamps; MB
4768 for the pane, 4768/1 through 4768/64 for the
individual stamps.

In the meantime (or conversely), what has become of Hungarian stamp production after
1990? We've already seen the Marilyn-Elvis-Duke trio of 1994, so two more examples will suffice.
Consider, to begin, the 2004 sheet of 64 chess stamps (Figure 6). This pane either makes a
metaphorical mockery of plate position analysis, or it is a sarcastic parody of that philatelic research.
To my mind, that is a stroke of genius which counts in the aesthetic favor of this pane. But there are
too many faults in this pane, which together make it an embarrassment. The pane makes the task of
acquiring a genuinely postally used copy of each of the 64 stamps a challenge (which is good), but it
makes finding a used copy of each stamp too much of a challenge (which is bad), if the collector is
honest. Still, compulsive philatelists might be successfully encouraged into buying several whole
sheets in order that they be able to generate a full set of prime examples of used copies. (Maybe all
socked on the nose, or from 64 different towns.) This futile “completeness” task may in principle be
admirable, but in practice it is delusional. The motive to issue the sheet was transparently selfserving, the Post taking advantage not only of Hungary collectors but also the collectors in the
sizeable chess-topic market. Hungary issued roughly 100 other stamps during 2004, so the chess
stamps satisfied no postal service purpose. But when the Post is relatively free, and as a result has to
compete with other postal-service-like companies within a modified capitalist economic system, no
forint that is suckable out of a collector can be ignored. I wonder what unique-size mount is required
to store the whole sheet properly, and whether the Hungarian Post makes these mounts conveniently
available.
Hungarian algebraic notation
Where H = Huszár and F = Futó.
1. e2-e4 e7-e5
2. Hf3 Hc6
3. Fc4 Fe7

English algebraic notation
Where Kt = Knight and B = Bishop
1. e2-e4 e7-e5
2. Ktf3 Ktc6
3. Bc4 Be7
Table 1

Likely the most important factor is that the position of the pieces on the board is silly and
ugly; the pane depicts a dreary, obsolete, opening sequence. (See the notational description of the
opening position in Table 1.) If the designer wanted to stick with this general type of opening
position, 3. … Hf6 [Ktf6], the “Two Knights Defense,” is (nowadays) more likely to be played than
Fe7 [Be7] and would be more interesting to those chess-topic collectors who actually play chess. It
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would also have been more intriguing to chessplayers who are not yet committed to philately. The
Hungarian Post would pull them into philately not by Heidi Klum but by the Two Knights Defense.
Two alternative designs would have been better pragmatically, “chessically,” and aesthetically. One:
depict a puzzle position on the pane, issuing the challenge not to acquire a full set of postally used
stamps but to solve the chess puzzle. The caption would state a variant of this: “White to play and
win.” Two: depict a position from a famous game between the elderly Hungarian grandmaster
Portisch Lajos and the young Hungarian grandmaster Polgár Judit (or one of her two grandmaster
sisters). Fans of either Portisch or the Polgárs would have reason to frame and mount the full pane.
Think about the effect of replacing one piece on the board – a king – with a photograph of Lajos, and
another piece – a queen – with a photograph of Judit. The pane as it was published is, by comparison
with these alternatives, boring. For that matter, to the extent that the pane's goal was to educate
people about the history of chess in Hungary (the pane is called, in MB, “Kis Magyar Sakktörténet”;
p. 325), each of the 32 pieces could have been replaced by a small portrait of one of the 32 best or
most famous Hungarian players, along with each player's best game. Hungary has a rich chess
history; coming up with 32 names and games would have been a snap. (Maróczy Géza was honored
in 1974 on Sc07 2294, MB 2966.)
Although the chess pane cannot be considered “politically correct” thematically,
plenty of recent Hungarian stamps should be applauded for their green, safety, peace,
medical, and other well-intentioned and well-received messages, one of the most notable
being the “Campaign against Breast Cancer” emission of 2005 (Sc07 B370), which is a
close copy of USA Sc07 B1 (1998). The chess pane is by now ideologically neutral,
although it could have been a political bombshell during the Cold War, especially during
the Bobby Fischer (USA) vs. Boris Spassky (USSR) World Championship match held in
Iceland in 1972. An issue with the Fischer-Spassky match as a theme was something to
keep away from, as Hungary did, because the USSR had long used its genuine world
supremacy in chess as a large pile of chips in the Cold War (perhaps second only to
aeronautics and Sputnik) and would not have appreciated its status diluted by a flood of
cheap chess topicals in 1972 or 1973 announcing the loss of Boris to Bobby.
My final exhibit requires no discussion, except to mention that we began with the
smiling face of Heidi Klum and have concluded with the smiley faces of a Hungarian
postal comic character (Figure 7).13

Figure 7. You'd have to consult a copyright law attorney to determine whether replacing the
artificial smile with one of Heidi's is legally actionable. You may, of course, use a flattering view
of your own face.

NOTES
Abbreviations: MB = Magyar Posta- és Illetékbélyegek Katalógus (2006, paperbound edition;
2008, CD-ROM edition); NHP = the News of Hungarian Philately; Sc07 = the 2007 Scott
catalogue; Sc40 = the 1940 Scott catalogue; ScCL = the 2007 Scott Classic catalogue.
1. See the influential essay “Essentially Contested Concepts,” by W. B. Gallie, Proceedings of the
Aristotelian Society [New Series], 56:1 (1955-56), pp. 167-98, and his “Art as an Essentially
Contested Concept,” Philosophical Quarterly 6:23 (1956), pp. 97-114. The topic in the latter essay
includes the judgment that this item is a work of art instead of garbage, or that it is such a dreadful
specimen of art that it doesn't qualify as art at all. Some sculptors (as do some philatelists) fish in or
dive through dumpsters, making off with material they later use to construct a collage. In this way
the line between art and garbage is confronted and may collapse or disappear, to the benefit of
garbage. Some rubbish that is newly-conceptualized as art can be expensive. Recall (as a possible
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example only) the black painting by Jasper Johns that I employed, in my series on surviving
cancellers, to give an example of a nearly complete obliteration (“Flag’ [1959], in “Obliterations and
Their Absence [Part 3]: Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions,” NHP 41:3 [July-September, 2010],
pp. 2-17, at p. 3, figure 42).
2. I borrow and modify this idea, which by professional philosophers would be recognized as similar
to a famous passage from John Stuart Mill's Utilitarianism (1853). Mill claimed that the pleasure
humans can get from poetry is a higher type of pleasure than the pleasure that accompanies playing
tiddlywinks or push-pin. This thesis is crucial for our purposes to the extent that the production and
experience of higher pleasures contributes to the aesthetic quality of objects. Mill wrote: “If I am
asked what I mean by difference of quality in pleasures, or what makes one pleasure more valuable
than another, merely as a pleasure, except its being greater in amount, there is but one possible
answer. If one of the two is, by those who are competently acquainted with both, placed so far above
the other that they prefer it, even though knowing it to be attended with a greater amount of
discontent, and would not resign it for any quantity of the other pleasure which their nature is capable
of, we are justified in ascribing to the preferred enjoyment a superiority in quality so far outweighing
quantity as to render it, in comparison, of small account.” (Mill's words were copied and pasted from
David Brink, “Mill's Moral and Political Philosophy” [October 9, 2007]; URL =
plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill-moral-political.)
3. “The President's Corner,” by Lyman Caswell, in NHP 43:4 (October-December, 2012), p. 1. I
have something in common with Gregory Nagy, professor of Greek literature at Harvard University:
“There are about ten passages – and by passages I mean simply a selected text, and these passages are
meant for close reading, and sometimes I'll be referring to these passages as texts, or focus passages,
but you'll know I mean the same thing – and each one of these requires close reading!” (The New
Yorker, May 20, 2013, p. 80.) There are only two quoted passages in my essay that require a close
reading.

4. Similarly, we can also get away with calling this United Kingdom strip of five stamps “beautiful”
in virtue of the beauty of the woman depicted (Princess Diana, 1961-1997). Doing so would be to
miss the point of this memorial issue. Had Diana been ugly, the stamps, if beautiful, would have had
to be judged beautiful in virtue of some other characteristic – its manner of production, its colors, etc.
They would have been judged to be an adequate or inadequate memorial tribute independently of the
actual physical features of the Princess. Unlike the Heidi Klum sheet, these British stamps were not
meant to elicit an erotic or amorous reaction (not even the stamp on the right end).
5. The deep blue 20¢ United States special delivery stamp
E20 (issued in 1954) has a stamp-on-stamp design in which
the stamp-in-the-stamp is the (self-) same stamp – except
that on the envelope it is cancelled (the entire stamp is
shown here). See The Postal Service Guide to U.S.
Stamps, 34th edition (2007), pp. 264-65, for the Scott
number and a small image of the stamp. The brownish-red
30¢ E21 (issued in 1957) seems, prima facie, to have an
identical stamp-on-the-same-stamp design, but it does not.
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The stamp-in-the-stamp on the 30¢ stamp is the earlier
20¢ stamp rendered in brownish-red (look for the flat
foot of the “2” in the small close-up image). This
design flaw is a strike against the aesthetic quality of
the 30¢ E21: the stamp that franks the envelope it
depicts is a nonexistent mongrel.

6. In 1985 MABÉOSZ issued a souvenir
sheet (not valid for postage) honoring this
1919 pictorial set; see MB, 2006, p. 367.
The sheet also celebrates 40 years of the
liberation (and continued freedom) of
Hungary by the Soviet Union in 1945, when
the Red Army took control of Budapest,
thereby delivering Hungarians from German
Nazis and the Arrow Cross. Regardless of
its political mission and message, the
“emlékív” is beautifully designed and
produced, which attractiveness is in part due
to the attractiveness of the original set of
stamps.
The Communist origin and
inspiration of this souvenir sheet hardly
detracts from its aesthetic appeal – nor from
the staggering beauty of the original set.
7. The “drabness” of Communism – its clothing, buildings, cars, and especially women – is itself a
drab stereotype born during and encouraged by the Cold War. American men laughed at the idea of
muscular Russian women driving tractors and wielding sledgehammers.
Americans were
manipulated to feel secure that their Heidi-Klum-style “Hollywood glitz” was the opposite of and
superior to “Moscovite drab.” The fault of the thousands of recent Russian immigrant women in my
neighborhood has nothing to do with their noticeably trim and curvy bodies, which have the
regrettable power of pricking the souls of nearly-dead male senior citizens. The problem is that they
all desire to be bleached blondes. They also prefer Vogue and Cosmopolitan to both the drab
Communist Manifesto and the drab Constitution of the United States. Glitz wins.
8. Our editor Csaba Kohalmi believes that the background buildings are fictitious. His view is
plausible. After all, the soccer-game icons and symbols make little or no sense – in part because the
stamps were issued the day before the games began. But if the buildings are fictitious, how can we
have faith that the portrait of Marilyn is “real,” i.e., neither generic nor fictitious? Consider this
analogy: once we decide that a specific passage in the Old Testament must be fictitious and hence
transmits a religious message only metaphorically, what criterion could we have for ascertaining,
regarding any other passage in that book (especially those that are ambiguous), whether it should be
taken literally or metaphorically? We solve the “Marilyn” problem by having recourse to other
representations of her face that we already assume are “real.”
9. This passage is printed on the first page of the British Hungarian Stamp Society's web site, located
at www.hpsgb.bims.net.
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10. As we all know, topical collecting has turned
out to be popular. A “Motívum Kiállítás” (which
perhaps sounds more sophisticated than “téma
kiállítás”) was held in Dunakeszi in 1972; the
exhibit was advertised and celebrated by the
post-card-cum-cachet shown here (franked by
Sc07 C321 [1972]; MB 2774). The topics
illustrated are: (1) roses, or flowers; (2) the arts
(music, painting); (3) transportation, or trains; (4)
soccer/football (a ball, a net, and two FIFA
trophies); (5) aeronautics, aerospace, rocketry;
(6) birds (or scruffy, badly-drawn birds, or
extinct birds); and (7) grapes, wine, or fruit.
11. Sc40, Sc07, and ScCL all locate Hungary in “Central Europe.” Was the 1940 edition way ahead
of its time? Once Hungary got sucked into the "Eastern Bloc," soon after WWII (1947), it became an
element of Eastern Europe, along with disreputable places such as Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, and
Turkey. After 1990 a compromise was informally reached; we were taught and eventually learned
how to new-speak about Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, and Hungary as
forming a rehabilitated Central Europe. Maybe Poland sneaks in; but if so, here comes Moscow, too,
via Kaliningrad, and then who would refuse admitting Minsk and Kiev?
12. Plenty of silly and ugly issues, of course,
also came from the Hungarian Communist Post.
This registered cover, cancelled 66.XII.18, and
sent from Budapest to California, is franked
with six eminently forgettable 1966 stamps.
The sender was a Lezsák Sándor of Miskolc.
Maybe the sender is the “Hungarian poet,
teacher, and politician and . . . managing
Speaker of the National Assembly of Hungary,”
2 April 2012 – 10 May 2012. Born in 1949, he
would have been 17 when this cover was sent.
But I could find no definite link between
Lezsák and Miskolc or between Lezsák and a
Dr. S. Weinbaum (Weinbamm?) in California.
(Information in this note is from Wikipedia.)
13. Many thanks as always to Csaba Kohalmi for his sustained support and assistance.
/Ed’s postscript: I remember my philatelic mentor and correspondent, L. T…i, writing to me in the early 1960’s
that he preferred the designs of the stamps produced in the much hated Rákosi-era (the 1953 Forest Animals,
Rákóczi-series, the People’s Stadium, etc.) over the matchbox label style designs on stamps such as the 1959
Fairy Tales. The sense of “beautiful” doesn’t trump the “artistic license” in the eyes of the beholder. Also,
Paul Szilagyi (God rest his soul!) had the bad habit of sticking his return address labels to unaddressed covers
to make them look postally used. Paul did not come to this country until after 1956 and he could not have
received the first day cover of the 1954 stamp day issue. From the picture, the label looks glossy (and is
probably self-adhesive), something that wasn't made until the 1990s./
☼

THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

OOPS! My love-hate relationship with technology was manifest with the mailing of the
April-June issue. My color insert ended up missing two images: the coat-of-arms of the City of
Lábatlan and the Eternitművek Nyergesújfalusi Cementgyár postal agency cancel. The compact disk
that I took to the printer contained these images, but they did not transfer to the color copies that I
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received. I had to perform damage control by running all 170 copies though my printer at home to
add the two missing pictures. This just reinforces my technophobia about any changes to my
computer assets (and I had just transitioned from a personal computer brought on line in 2006 to my
new one bought last April). Also, the little star symbol that I used at the end of articles seems to
have disappeared from my new MS word program and I cannot copy and paste it. So, I picked a new,
fairly lame-looking symbol.
A rare example of a cover franked
with the Billions-dove stamps from the
1946 hyperinflation was sold on eBay for
$325. It was posted from Lengyeltóti on 3
July 1946 and correctly franked with 24
billion pengő stamps (24 trillion in the
American convention) for a domestic
postcard during the 3-day long 22nd rate
period.
A pair of Slovenian newspaper
stamps (Jugoslavia Scott no. 3LP7) with
bilingual Баја/Baja cancellation from 2
June 1920 was offered on eBay for
a princely sum of $142. The stamps were
attached to a part of a Hungarian-language
newspaper.
Since
stamps
on
periodicals were cancelled at the
destination post office, the paper
must have originated in the
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes (S.H.S.). At the time,
parts of Baranya county,
including the adjacent town of
Baja, were under Serbian
occupation.
For
more
information on this cancellation,
see my article Legacy of the Baranya-Bajai Szerb-Magyar Köztársaság / Serbian-Hungarian
Republic of Baranya-Baja in the July-September 2011 issue of The News. While the cancellation is
a desirable collector’s item, I passed on the opportunity to spend the big bucks.
Our life member Steven Arato’s book A szinesszámu
levélboritek rajzu bélyegek (sic) / The Colored Numeral
Envelope Issue was published by the Darabanth Auction House.
The book represents Steven’s lifelong dedication to collecting and
plating these stamps that were in use from 1874 through 1900.
The book discusses the design and the manufacturing ofthese
stamps as well as the myriad of varities and postal history of their
use. It is written in both English and Hungarian. Copies may be
purchased through the darabanth.hu website.
Normally, I don’t go after covers that are addressed to
exotic destinations for my Hungarian collections. Still, this
Hungarica issue from the People’s Republic of China (Scott nos.
497-8) proved irresistable. The pair of stamps showing the
Hungarian and Chinese flags and the Parliament Building in
Budapest were issued in 1960 to commemorate the 15th
anniversary of the liberation of Hungary from German occupation
(and hence, the start of Soviet domination). I am sure that the
stamp issue was politically motivated to express support for the
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Kádár regime in Hungary. As we know, Mao Tse-tung sent a delegation headed by Liu Shao-chi to
Moscow and strongly encouraged Nikita Khrushchev to crush the briefly successful Hungarian
uprising of 1956. The registered letter was posted from Lhasa, Tibet, on 18 June 1960 and sent to
Lalitpure, Nepal. Interestingly enough, the stamp depicting the Parliament building shows a large red
flag flying above the cupola. No such flag was ever flown from there; but a large, illuminated red star
had been installed during the communist era.

I found the two pictures shown below stashed away in one of my books. The one on the left
shows Hungarian soldiers constructing the pontoon bridge across the Danube River in the vicinity of
Medve. This was the first step in taking control of a part of Upper Hungary in November 1938. The
one on the right shows a column of Ansaldo tankettes parked on the main square of Huszt/Chust
during the occupation of Carpatho-Ukraine in March 1939. These pictures belong with my article A
Personal Reflection on Why I Like János Dán’s Book: A Magyar Királyi Tábori Posta a II.
Világháborúban 1938-1948 that was printed in the January-March 2013 issue of The News.

Above: A very interesting cover sent from Budapest on 19 June 1939 to Tonga, where it received a plethora of
‘Tin Can Mail’ markings. It sold for several hundred dollars on eBay.
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A pair of covers, again seen on eBay, franked with Nyíregyháza provisional stamps postally used from 1945.

Thanks to T. P. McDermott for sending a copy of the New York Times Book Review from
7 April 2013. The book subjected to the review was Siege 13 by Tamás Dobozy. In the first
paragraph, the reviewer tried to define hungarophilia. His third attempt at a description (‘an urge to
deploy diacritical marks over every other vowel’) made me smile. Alan Soble, please take note, you
have been tagged!
Anna Trishan sent a clipping from the 2012 summer issue of the Pitt Magazine recounting
the outstanding achievements of Alexander Lowy, who arrived at Ellis Island with his Hungarian
parents in 1901. During his career, Lowy acquired 16 patents, authored 100 scientific papers, and
was credited for being a pioneering researcher in the field of organic chemistry. Anna noted that
while this did not have philatelic connections, it was yet another example of the contributions of
Hungarian-Americans in the New World. Lowy had a distinguished career as a professor at the
University of Pittsburgh.
I enjoyed reading a review of Lucy Hughes-Hallett’s book The Pike: Gabriele d’Annunzio
– Poet, Seducer and Preacher of War in the 12 January 2013 issue of The Economist magazine.
Using the words of the reviewer, philatelists know d’Annunzio as ‘the charismatic duce of a rogue
state of Fiume.’
Frederick Lawrence sent me an inquiry about the art work for the
1000 korona Scout bugler stamp from the 1925 sports set (Scott no.
B85) that was offered in the upcoming Christoph Gaertner auction in
Germany asking if I would translate the Hungarian text under the
stamp: ELFOGADOTT TERV RENDBEN A MEGEGYEZÉS SZERINT
(accepted design in accordance with the agreement). I am illustrating
this very interesting artist’s proof.
Chris Brainard shared a postcard written by Marcel Bíró of
Debrecen in 1921. Bíró was the recognized authority in the field of
the Debrecen Rumanian occupation overprints. On the postcard
written in German, he was offering to exchange stamps.

I found it interesting that the Állami
Nyomda = State Printing Office, where
Hungary’s first domestically printed stamps
were produced in 1871, has been renamed
ANY Biztonsági Nyomda, Nyrt. = ANY
Security Printers, Nyrt. (see the New Issues
listing below).
☼
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2013 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 25 January 2013
Cultural Capital of Europe: Kassa
Face value: HUF 500. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. Sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: Orsolya Kármán. Photographer: József Hajdú. The design shows elements from the oldest
surviving building in Kassa, now Kosiče, Slovakia.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd., in an edition of 80,000 sheets.
Issue date: 5 February 2013
József Galamb, Production Engineer for the Ford Model-T
Face value: HUF 145. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. Miniature
sheet size: 205 x 110mm.
Designer: Ferenc Svindt. The design consists of a portrait of
Galamb and stylized assembly line production of the ModelT.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers,
Ltd., in an edition of 20,000 miniature sheets containing 10
stamps.

Above, left: Kassa souvenir sheet.
Left / right: Stamp and miniature
sheet commemorating József
Galamb, the Hungarian engineer
who helped to design the Ford
Model-T assembly line in 1913.

100th Anniversary of the Birth of Dr. Miklós Ujvárosi
Face value: HUF 395. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The stamp shows a portrait of Dr.
Ujvárosi.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd., in
an edition of 150,000 stamps.
Issue date: 5 March 2013
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Richard Wagner and Giuseppe Verdi
Face value: HUF 165 and HUF 325. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. Small sheet size: 110 x 110mm.
Designer: István Orosz. The stamps reproduce portraits of the composers. The miniature sheets
contains a QR code that allows smart phone access to the music composed by Wagner and Verdi.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers, Nyrt. in an edition of 50,000
small sheets of 4.
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Easter 2013
Face value: HUF 85 and 110. Stamp size: 26 x 33mm. Small sheet size: 124 x 120mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. The stamps show Easter egg designs by Mrs. Bérczi nee Csilla Szendrő, a
Master Folk Artist, in the style of Zengővárkony.
Technical details: Printed by the ANY Security Printers, Nyrt. in quantities required by postal
demand (individual stamps) and 15,000 miniature sheets containing 12 different designs of the HUF
85 value.

The Watertower of Margaret Island
Face value: HUF 195. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The design shows old watertower. The sheet margin
show text commemorating the 75th anniversary of Budapest’s District XIII.
Technical details: Printed by the Banknote Printers in unlimited quantities as
part of the Tourism definitive series.
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Issue date: 28 March 2013
Non-Postal souvenir honoring Ferenc Puskás
The Hungarian Post in conjunction
with the Lemezbörze overprinted
the non-postal souvenir issued
several years ago to commemorate
the first life size statue erected in
honor of the legendary Hungary
soccer player Ferenc Puskás. The
gold foil overprint (in the lower left
corner of the sheet) shows the
silhouette of the statue complex.
One-thousand copies of the sheet
were issued. The left side of the
picture depicts the statue of Puskás
juggling a ball in front of a group of
admiring children.
Issue date: 2 April 2013
The Széchenyi Mineral Baths
Face value: HUF 145 & 165. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Svindt Ferenc. Photographer: József Hajdu. The designs shows view of the outside and
the inside of the Széchenyi Baths in Budapest.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers in unlimited quantities required by postal
demand.

Judo European Championships
Face value: HUF 360. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Tamás Záhonyi and Iulian Pena for the
International Judo Federation. The design shows two
competitors in action.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the ANY Security
Printers in an edition of 100,000 stamps.

Issue date: 9 April 2013
Fauna of Hungary
Face value: HUF 110, 140, 230, 390 (stamps); HUF 6000 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
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Souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: István Weisenhumer. The designs show various animals native to Hungary.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 200,000 sets and
80,000 souvenir sheets.

Issue date: 3 May 2013
The Cathedral of Szeged and the Spring of Orfű
Face value: HUF 85 & 325. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm / 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. Photographers: Tibor Rigó (Szeged) and István Panyik (Orfű).
Technical details: Printed by the Banknote Printers in quantities required by postal demand.
Three-dimensional Designs: Treasures of the Museums of Hungary
Face value: HUF 250 and HUF 400. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. Miniature sheet size: 100 x 138mm.
Designer: Barabás Baticz. The designs show details from the exhibits of the Museum of Lamps in
Zsámbék and the Museum of Crystals in Fertőrákos.
Technical details: Printed in small sheets of 4 and full sheets of 50 by the ANY Security Printers.
Each design was issued in a quantity of 150,000 larger sheets and 15,000 miniature sheets. In
addition, 5,000 folders containing a miniature sheet of each design and a set of 3-D viewing glasses
were sold for HUF 2,600. /The folder is illustrated on the back cover./

☼
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WANTED. Postage due cover with the 1903 12-fillér postage due stamp (Scott J6, Michel 6),
postage due cover with the 1922 red-numeral 2-Korona postage due stamp (Scott J41, Michel 79),
and postage due cover with first inflation provisional 2½ Korona /10 fillér stamp (Scott J78, Michel
70). Lyman Caswell, ruthandlyman@nventure.com.

Two more photos for Alan Bauer’s report from Boxborough:
Above: Dinner seating at the Jasmine. Left: Mr. Ito with certificate.

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

